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Welcome to eConsent. 

This process replaces the need to provide a wet signature. If however your driver does not have e 

mail then please continue providing their consent using the D796 consent form made out for your 

individual company. You are able to have drivers using both methods of consent. 

For us to obtain the drivers eConsent the following steps apply: 

1. Client confirms the communications  

2. Client provides the drivers name and e mail address to Licence Bureau 

3. Licence Bureau sends the driver the approved e mail link 

4. Driver completes the process 

This document contains the communication process for eConsent. Please now confirm your 

requirements and please note: anything can be customised on the internal communications in 

section 1 and only those items within a   red box   can be customised in section 2. 

 

Appendix: 

 

Section 1: Internal communication 

A. New companies 

B. Existing companies 

 

Section 2: The email invites and eConsent process 

 

A. Initial invite email to driver 

B. Welcome to the driver eConsent process 

C. Validation process 

D. Validation code email 

E. Entering validation code 

F. Driving licence input 

G. Summary page 

H. Completion email 

I. Reminder email 
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1. Pre-communications (internal) 

 

A.  New Companies 

 

 

Dear Colleague, 

This communication is to share with you news, which is linked to COMPANY NAME’s Car and Health 

& Safety policy.  

Under current legislation (Section 87(2) Road Traffic Act 1988) and guidelines by the Health & Safety 

Executive, we have an obligation to ensure that only holders of valid driving licences drive vehicles 

on our behalf. This includes both company and private vehicles and nominated drivers where 

applicable (spouse/partner/family members). 

The process of checking driving licences internally is both time consuming and resource intensive. 

Shortly you will receive a communication via e mail from Licence Bureau (www.licencebureau.co.uk), 

our preferred supplier and a company who are an independent specialist organization who use a 

bespoke Driving Licence Verification Service  

The communication will ask you to complete an online eConsent, this should take no longer than 5 

minutes of your time. Once completed, this allows Licence Bureau to access your driver record from 

the DVLA whilst you are employed or for a period of three years, whichever is the shorter. The 

resulting record allows COMPANY NAME to assess its risk against our legal requirement as stated 

above. Information held by Licence Bureau sourced from the DVLA will be held on secure systems at 

their office in Hemel Hempstead. No medical records are released by the DVLA, only driving records. 

For your information Licence Bureau is ISO 27001 and ISO9001 accredited, an indication of the 

secure nature of their data system and internal management processes.  

We have selected Licence Bureau based on their past and recent track record of delivering a service 

which meets our requirements. This coupled with their ability to deliver a professional approach, 

which takes into account driver concerns about Data Protection, reassures us that this task will be 

managed well. 

Licence Bureau has provided COMPANY NAME with FAQ’s and a Driver Promise which answers 

questions you may have about this task and indeed Data Protection concerns. 

Please contact (nominated contact and phone number at <company>) with any questions you may 

have.  

SIGN OFF 

 

http://www.licencebureau.co.uk/
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B. Existing Companies 

 

Dear Colleague, 

You may already be aware that Licence Bureau (www.licencebureau.co.uk) are our preferred 

supplier for validating driving licence checks. Under current legislation (Section 87(2) Road Traffic Act 

1988) and guidelines by the Health & Safety Executive, we have an obligation to ensure that only 

holders of valid driving licences drive vehicles on our behalf. This includes both company and private 

vehicles and nominated drivers where applicable (spouse/partner/family members). 

The process of checking driving licences internally is both time consuming and resource intensive 

which is why we use a company who are an independent specialist organization that use a bespoke 

Driving Licence Verification Service. 

Previously, you would have been asked to complete a D796 consent form which needed to be 

physically signed and dated. 

Licence Bureau have now introduced ‘eConsent’.  

This means you can now provide your consent online within a matter of minutes. There is no longer 

a need to print, sign and date a physical consent form. 

Please see below a screenshot example of what the new process looks like: 

http://www.licencebureau.co.uk/
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You will shortly receive a communication that will ask you to complete an online eConsent, this 

should take no longer than 5 minutes of your time. Once completed, this allows Licence Bureau to 

access your driver record from the DVLA whilst you are employed or for a period of three years, 

whichever is the shorter.  

Please contact (nominated contact and phone number at <company>) with any questions you may 

have.  

SIGN OFF 
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2. Communications & Online process - Anything in a red box can be changed 

 

A. Driver receives invitation email - (logo preferably a PNG file with a translucent background – 

150 x 150 pixels) 
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B. Driver declares if they hold a DVLA issues licence (if the driver selects no then they will be 

prompted with a message saying a consent form will be sent under separate cover). 
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C. Driver needs to validate who they are by entering the details we have on the system for them 

(the Surname, first initial/s of Forenames and work email address need to match LB database) 

Mobile Number is optional. 
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D. Driver receives validation code via email (and text message if Mobile Number was supplied) 

(logo preferably a PNG file with a translucent background – 150 x 150 pixels) 
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E. Driver enters validation code (this is case sensitive and has no spaces) 
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F. Driver enters the details on their driving licence 
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G. Summary page – driver confirms details are correct and must tick a box confirming they have 

read and understood the declaration to proceed 
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H. Driver receives confirmation email (logo preferably a PNG file with a translucent background – 

150 x 150 pixels) 
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I. If the driver fails to complete their eConsent we can send them a reminder email as below. 

Reminders can be sent at any time but please be aware this is a manual process at the 

present time. (logo preferably a PNG file with a translucent background – 150 x 150 pixels) 

 

 

 

 

 

 


